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80% 
of Indonesian youth do not 
maintain records of their 
expenses and budgets

Only around

1 in 4
Australians would likely 
change their primary bank if 
they feel it is not doing 
enough to protect 
consumers from scams

Keep money in 
different bank 
accounts instead of 
just one
53% of Indian consumers 
practice this to reduce risks 
of getting scammed
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Foreword

Welcome to our Q3 edition of our Financial 
Markets by Quarter for 2022.

At a personal level, this quarter's feature 
article is one of my favourites. Our Financial 
Services Vertical Leader in Indonesia, 
Inggit Primadevi, shares insights on 
Indonesian youths' financial discipline, 
savviness and management. Such studies 
and learnings are important, not just for 
financial solutions providers but also 
policymakers and the consumers 
themselves.

It helps every stakeholder in the ecosystem 
to plan better in many ways. Financial 
solutions providers can plan their offerings 
based on the gaps, provide more targeted 
solutions and effective outreach, while 
policymakers can envisage the potential 
trajectory the nation is going towards based 
on people's literacy, attitudes and 
behaviours towards financial independence.

, 

A NielsenIQ’s publication for the financial services industry

As for the consumer themselves, this is a 
good yardstick for them to compare on how 
financially equipped are they versus their 
peers.

Within our market-level Markets by Quarter
section, we look at a prevailing topic –
security. With scams on the rise, customers 
have expectations that their money and 
personal information are protected. The 
section shares insights on these 
expectations as well as customers' 
confidence on themselves as well as their 
financial solutions providers against fraud.

Enjoy your read.

Garick Kea
Global Finance Vertical Leader
NielsenIQ, Consumer Insights

Garick.kea@nielseniq.comm

mailto:Garick.kea@nielseniq.comm
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The Financial Fitness Index
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Feature Article

Assessing the financial health of the young 
generation in Indonesia 

Financial Markets by Quarter 
Q3
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Financial Fitness Index measures financial discipline 
and tracks preparedness of Indonesian youth

Inggit Primadevi
Indonesaia 

Finance Vertical Leader
inggit.primadevi@nielseniq.com

The awareness towards inculcating financial discipline and 
effective financial management started gaining momentum 
from the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. To measure this 
shift, OCBC NISP collaborated with NielsenIQ Indonesia to 
launch the second-edition of the OCBC NISP Financial Fitness 
Index (FFI), an annual research that casts a spotlight on the 
overall behavior and attitude of the Indonesian youth towards 
financial management. It also provides an overview on the 
level of preparedness that the Indonesian youth project in 
mitigating financial risks arising due to ongoing volatility 
across markets. 

The results from the report demonstrate that the FFI has
improved significantly from 37,72 to 40,06 in 2022. However,
this ratio can be enhanced further once the Indonesian youth
put into practice the right way of saving and investing money.

Framework for the Financial Fitness Index (FFI)

Four trackers were used to track & measure the attitude and behavior of the Indonesian youth 
towards their finances:

FINANCIAL 
FREEDOM

FINANCIAL 
GROWTH

FINANCIAL SAFETY

FINANCIAL BASICS Fulfilling basic financial needs 
and commitments

Preparedness for emergency 
situations

Building on long-term,
sustainable financial growth
through investment 
instruments

Building on passive income to 
reach financial freedom Key highlights of the FFI

The improvement in the Financial
Fitness Index is evident across the
Social Economic Status (SES) and
Income, especially in the lower
income level groups of the study.
This could be attributed to
increased levels of awareness and
self-education on aspects related to
effective management of personal
finances.

Financial basics obtained the highest score, especially on managing debt. However, the score
of the FFI appears to decrease as the tiers keep building higher through the levels for financial
growth and financial freedom. The overall FFI score indicates that majority of the Indonesian
youth continue to adopt a laid-back approach towards financial management as is apparent
from the below findings:

1. Gap between Expectation & Reality

42% of young Indonesians are confident about their financial planning and assume that it
will help them to be financially successful and independent in the future. Unfortunately,
there is a clear difference between this assumption and reality. This observation appears to
have been cemented by the following findings
• 80% of Indonesian youth do not maintain records of their expenses and budgets
• Only 26% allocate funds for emergency purposes
• Only 9% of Indonesian youth invest in complex financial instruments
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2. High-end luxury goods perceived as a key indicator of wealth

The research further reveals that Indonesian youth who associate wealth with the
possession of high-end luxury goods tend to rank lower in their financial fitness and
typically tend to have lesser focus on planning their finances for the future. On the
contrary, those who believe in financial investments rank higher in financial fitness as they
are more focused on saving for the future.

Indonesian youth seem to be inspired by influencers and social media. This has also
played a pivotal role in shaping their perception about wealth in general. Respondents
who associate wealth with the possession of high-end luxury goods seem to engage in
social media and follow influencers and high-end luxury brands. On the other hand,
respondents who are more investment-oriented seem to educate themselves on content
related to Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX), banks, securities, certified financial planners,
etc.

3. Lack of investment knowledge

50%

28%

27%

27%

25%

The rise in awareness and ownership of
financial investment products highlights
the increasing importance of investing
among Indonesian youth. However, it is
yet to be supported by strong knowledge
as 78% claim that they do not understand
the risks and benefits associated with it.
Yet, they tend to invest in certain financial
assets because of its popularity and
promising high yielding returns.

Reasons why Indonesian youth
make investments

Influenced by 
friends/peers

Offer fast and high yielding returns

Easy to use

Looks prestigious

Want to learn about investmentThe study also reveals that those who
researched about financial investments
faired better in the FFI score than those who
consulted friends or family members for
financial advice.

The phenomenon of ‘Sandwich Generation’

The survey also takes a closer look at the phenomenon of ‘sandwich generation’, which
refers to a group of middle-aged adults, who are financially responsible for both their
aging parents and their children. 45% of the respondents claim that although they are
financially burdened, they do not want to think about it and prefer to keep doing their
best to fulfill their financial commitments.

Methodology
The survey was conducted among 1,335 respondents ( 25-35 years old) between the month of April – May 2022. The
respondents surveyed for the study live in Jakarta, Surabaya, Medan, Bandung, and Makassar and have a personal income of
above IDR 5 Mio per month and have a savings account in a bank. The data collected was obtained through face-to-face
interviews using Computerized Personalized Assistant (CAPI)

The learnings

To ensure their financial wellbeing, the Indonesian youth must sharpen their focus on
implementing effective financial discipline and management of their personal finances.
They need to bring in a shift in their lifestyle that is less consumption based and more
savings/investment focussed. Government entities, banks, insurance and other financial
institutions need to play their part in raising awareness about financial discipline and how
the Indonesian youth should prepare themselves for the future.
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Markets by quarter
A market-level snapshot

Financial Markets by Quarter 
Q3
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Australia

■ Are Australians too complacent regarding their financial security? Are 
we too reliant or confident in the protection of our banks in keeping 
us safe?  The statistics would say so:

■ Australians lost a record amount of more than $2billion in 2021* with 
more than 1 in 10 Australians being impacted^ and the reporting of 
scams being up more than 200%+.

■ There does appear to be a role for the Australian government, the 
financial, IT and security industries to keep Australians aware of 
scams and the best tactics to keep safe from these attacks.

Sources: *ACCC.gov.au; ^abs.gov.au; +asic.gov.au

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
More than half of the Australians are not confident about identifying a scam, but few are very 
confident in their abilities.  The biggest fear is getting scammed through emails, which is greater 
than any other market in the region. 

10%

48%

42%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

51% 27% 23%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current 
primary bank because of other benefits 
offered like high interest rates, lower 
charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
Around 2 in 5 Australians are confident their bank is doing enough to protect them from scams.  
Australians are one of the most confident markets in this regard, with only the Philippines being 
more confident in their banks (44%).  That said, more than half think there is room for improvement.

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• Emails (42%)
• Internet Banking Sites (26%)
• Calls (22%)
• SMS (21%)

• Social Media (20%)
• ATM Machines (18%)
• POS Machines (10%)
• QR Codes (7%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (36%)
• Keep lower credit limit for credit card even if the bank is 

offering me a higher credit limit (20%)
• Use credit cards with lower credit limit more frequently & 

use credit cards with higher credit limit less frequently (19%)

Angela Carter
ANZ Finance Vertical Leader

angela.carter@nielseniq.com

16%

32%
46%

6%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident
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China

■ As the application of big data matures, the financial industry is 
challenged with an increasing number of prominent data 
security issues, and this will undoubtedly cause the financial 
industry digital security to continue to improve, and to the 
direction of more refined management.

■ Consumers in lower-tier cities / counties have huge 
consumption potential due to rapid income growth and lower 
saturation of consumer demand. Since Q3, the government 
has called for the development of county business systems, as 
well as rural e-commerce & supply chain, so that the 
consumption among these consumers increases.

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
Only 1/3rd of the people are not confident about identifying a scam. They majorly fear getting 
scammed through calls  & SMS. 

8%

59%

33%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

21% 26% 53%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current 
primary bank because of other benefits 
offered like high interest rates, lower 
charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
More than half of the consumers think that their primary bank is doing ok but small improvement 
is needed. 53% of consumers are likely to change their primary bank in case of security concerns. 

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• Calls (36%)
• SMS (32%)
• Social Media (29%)
• Internet Banking Sites (28%)

• Emails (17%)
• POS Machines (13%)
• ATM Machines (11%)
• QR Codes (7%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Invest in multiple investment products instead of keeping 

money in one bank account (40%)
• Use credit cards with lower credit limit more frequently & 

use credit cards with higher credit limit less frequently (35%)
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (32%)

Ken Yu
China Finance Vertical Leader

ken.yu@nielseniq.com

27%

39%

32%

2%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident
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Hongkong

■ Bank customers in Hong Kong pose a high standard for 
security levels offered by their banks. Only one out of five are 
contented with the current security level. Such concern over 
security even leads to potential switch of the main bank, as 
two out of five would do so for a better protection.

■ Customers have a moderate confidence level on identification 
of scams, with half of them showing a lack of such confidence. 

■ Authorities and banks should cater to such need for higher 
security levels and promote wider public education on it.

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
More than half of people are confident about identifying a scam. Hongkongers majorly fear 
getting scammed through Internet banking websites.  

22%

59%

19%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

24% 36% 40%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current 
primary bank because of other benefits 
offered like high interest rates, lower 
charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
Only 19% of people think that their primary bank is doing enough to protect them from scams. 
40% mentioned that they will change the primary bank in case of security concerns. 

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• Internet banking sites (47%)
• Calls (29%)
• Emails (29%)
• SMS (21%)

• Social Media (18%)
• QR Codes (15%)
• ATM Machines (11%)
• POS Machines (3%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (45%)
• Use mobile wallets which need top up i.e. use mobile wallets 

not linked to bank account directly (34%)
• Keep lower credit limit for credit card even if the bank is 

offering me a higher credit limit (33%)

Raymond Chan
Hong Kong & Taiwan 

Finance Vertical Leader
raymond.ch.chan@nielseniq.com

17%

39%

39%

5%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident
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Taiwan

■ Taiwan’s economic growth in Q3 performs slightly weaker 
than Q2, at its slowest level since August 2020. The market’s 
hit by the heightened uncertainty. 

■ The worry of an unsecured future strengthens the attempt 
for enhancing passive income. The booming stock market 
has further set off a new investment boom. Financial fraud, 
made through channels like calls or social medias, has also 
arisen. General republic are even more cautious about the 
ever-evolving scams and would take necessary actions to 
minimize the risk , as a result. 

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
More than half of the Taiwanese are not confident about identifying a scam. They majorly fear 
getting scammed through Internet banking websites.

22%

63%

15%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

24% 37% 39%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current 
primary bank because of other benefits 
offered like high interest rates, lower 
charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
Only 15% of the Taiwanese think that their primary bank is doing enough to protect them from 
scams. 39% mentioned that they will change their primary bank in case of security concerns. 

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• Internet banking sites (43%)
• Calls (27%)
• SMS (24%)
• Social Media (23%)

• Emails (19%)
• ATM Machines (16%)
• QR Codes (15%)
• POS Machines (11%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (58%)
• Invest in multiple investment products instead of keeping 

money in one bank account (34%)
• Use mobile wallets which need top up i.e. use mobile wallets 

not linked to bank account directly (30%)

Raymond Chan
Hong Kong & Taiwan 

Finance Vertical Leader
raymond.ch.chan@nielseniq.com

17%

30%48%

5%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident
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India

■ Indian Fintech market has attracted huge funding while Neo-
banking volume has increased by 60%

■ India's GDP growth in FY 23 is expected to be supported by 
strong government spending and capital expenditure in the 
absence of a meaningful pickup in private consumption 
demand

■ Credit, insurance and investment penetration is rising in rural 
areas which will further enable Banking and Financial services 
to increase their growth

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
Nearly 2/3rd of the Indians are confident about identifying a scam. Indians majorly fear getting 
scammed through Internet banking sites, calls, SMS & social media. 

9%

54%

37%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

23% 19% 58%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current 
primary bank because of other benefits 
offered like high interest rates, lower 
charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
More than 1/3rd of the Indians think that their primary bank is doing enough to protect them from 
scams. 58% mentioned that they will change the primary bank in case of security concerns. 

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• Internet banking sites (32%)
• Calls (29%)
• SMS (29%)
• Social Media (29%)

• Emails (24%)
• ATM Machines (22%)
• QR Codes (15%)
• POS Machines (5%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (53%)
• Invest in multiple investment products instead of keeping 

money in one bank account (48%)
• Use credit cards with lower credit limit more frequently & 

use credit cards with higher credit limit less frequently (38%)

Mitesh Dabrai
South Asia, Middle East & Africa 

Finance Vertical Leader
mitesh.dabrai@nielseniq.com

30%

34%

31%

5%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident
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UAE

■ Higher oil output, loosening of the COVID-19 restrictions are 
driving economy recovery

■ Huge growth opportunities reside in UAE as consumers are 
interested in more complex financial products, including end-
to-end financial services

■ Digital banking, wealth management, remittances and 
payments are significant segments of the fintech industry

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
More than half of the Emiratis are confident about identifying a scam. They majorly fear getting 
scammed through social media & emails.

12%

55%

33%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

25% 32% 43%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current 
primary bank because of other benefits 
offered like high interest rates, lower 
charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
Only 1/3rd of the Emiratis think that their primary bank is doing enough to protect them from 
scams. 43% mentioned that they will change the primary bank in case of security concerns. 

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• Social Media (30%)
• Emails (29%)
• Calls (26%)
• Internet Banking Sites (26%)

• SMS (25%)
• ATM Machines (21%)
• QR Codes (10%)
• POS Machines (9%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Use credit cards with lower credit limit more frequently & 

use credit cards with higher credit limit less frequently (40%)
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (37%)
• Invest in multiple investment products instead of keeping 

money in one bank account (33%)

Mitesh Dabrai
South Asia, Middle East & Africa 

Finance Vertical Leader
mitesh.dabrai@nielseniq.com

20%

36%
39%

5%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident
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Indonesia

▪ Cases of financial services-related scams have often gone viral 
on social media, raising widespread concern about the issue
and may hinder the wider population to use e-channels. 

▪ Indonesia’s Financial Services Authority (Otoritas Jasa 
Keuangan/OJK) has encouraged banks to take measurable 
steps to address the issue by providing customer education on 
avoiding scams through various channels. However, these are 
still limited by reach to their owned channels and many 
customers still fall to the same scams.

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
Over half of Indonesians are still uncertain about identifying a scam in a country where unlike 
many in the region, ATM scam is the main cause for concern. The most preferred action taken by 
Indonesians to mitigate their risk is to keep their money in several different accounts.

5%

57%

38%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

19% 19% 62%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current 
primary bank because of other benefits 
offered like high interest rates, lower 
charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
Only around 2 in 5 Indonesians believe that their bank is doing enough to protect them from 
scams. 62% are likely to switch their primary bank to a more secure alternative in case they are 
skeptical of their banks’ scam prevention.

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• ATM Machines (44%)
• Internet Banking sites (43%)
• Emails (24%)
• Social Media (22%)

• Calls (20%)
• QR Codes (14%)
• SMS (11%)
• POS Machines (1%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Use mobile wallets which need top up i.e. use mobile wallets 

not linked to bank account directly (66%)
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (55%)
• Invest in multiple investment products instead of keeping 

money in one bank account (34%)

Inggit Primadevi
Indonesia Finance Vertical Leader

inggit.primadevi@nielseniq.com

21%

28%43%

8%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident
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Malaysia

■ The financial sector is disproportionately targeted by 
cybercriminals, which results in the noticeable rising of 
financial data breaches, also accelerated by the pandemic in 
2020 where we see fraud perpetrators emerging on the scene 
of malware attacks, phishing scams etc.  

■ As more people are relying on digital payments and getting 
accustomed to digital services; awareness on cyber risks is also 
on a huge rise.

■ It is critical for banks to seize upon the available security 
measures soon before losing out the edge in the market.

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
~42% of the Malaysians are not confident about identifying a scam. They majorly fear getting 
scammed through calls. 

18%

54%

28%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

28% 22% 51%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current 
primary bank because of other benefits 
offered like high interest rates, lower 
charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
More than half of the Malaysians think that their primary bank is doing ok but small improvement 
is needed. 51% mentioned that they will change their primary bank in case of security concerns. 

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• Calls (40%)
• Internet Banking Sites (34%)
• SMS (28%)
• Social Media (27%)

• Emails (21%)
• ATM Machines (17%)
• QR Codes (12%)
• POS Machines (5%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (50%)
• Invest in multiple investment products instead of keeping 

money in one bank account (44%)
• Use mobile wallets which need top up i.e. use mobile wallets 

not linked to bank account directly (41%)

Singapore & Malaysia 
Finance Vertical Leader

soumya.mahapatra@nielseniq.com

27%

31%

35%

7%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident
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Singapore

Soumya Mahapatra
Singapore & Malaysia 

Finance Vertical Leader
soumya.mahapatra@nielseniq.com

■ There has been a substantial rise in scams in Singapore in 
2022 (till date is 85% higher than the total number of scams in 
2021). Due to the top 10 scams, Singapore residents were 
cheated of ~S$228 Million.

■ Singaporeans are not confident in identifying scams. So, it 
quite good to see that MAS and the Association of Banks in 
Singapore announced additional measures in June 2022 to 
further safeguard the customers. 

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
More than half of the Singaporeans are not confident about identifying a scam.  They majorly fear 
getting scammed through Internet banking websites.

17%

58%

25%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

28% 32% 40%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current 
primary bank because of other benefits 
offered like high interest rates, lower 
charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
Only 1/4th of the Singaporeans think that their primary bank is doing enough to protect them from 
scams. 40% mentioned that they will change their primary bank in case of security concerns. 

12%

35%45%

8%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• Internet banking sites (41%)
• SMS (31%)
• Emails (27%)
• Calls (23%)

• Social Media (21%)
• QR Codes (17%)
• ATM Machines (14%)
• POS Machines (6%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (41%)
• Invest in multiple investment products instead of keeping 

money in one bank account (37%)
• Use credit cards with lower credit limit more frequently & 

use credit cards with higher credit limit less frequently (33%)
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Philippines

■ According to data analytics firm Fico, about 5 million 
individuals have been victimized by identity theft, and around 
6.7 million Filipinos believe that their information was used to 
open financial accounts, which signals there’s a rising 
awareness of financial scams.

■ APP fraud is an emerging scam due to the increase in real-
time digital payments, in which hackers trick users into 
sending them money. 

■ Hence, the Bankers Association of the Philippines is working 
to establish cybersecurity initiatives to keep Filipinos safe from 
online scams in collaboration with TeleCom leader Globe

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
More than half of the Filipinos are confident about identifying a scam. Filipinos are concerned 
about getting scammed through Internet banking websites & emails.

8%

48%

44%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

27% 17% 57%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current primary bank 
because of other benefits offered like high interest 
rates, lower charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
Nearly 50% of the Filipinos think that their primary bank is doing ok but improvement is needed. 
57% mentioned that they will change their primary bank in case of security concerns. 

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• Internet banking sites (39%)
• Emails (34%)
• SMS (32%)
• Social Media (31%)

• ATM Machines (29%)
• Calls (11%)
• POS Machines (4%)
• QR Codes (3%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Use mobile wallets which need top up i.e. use mobile wallets 

not linked to bank account directly (58%)
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (56 %)
• Invest in multiple investment products instead of keeping 

money in one bank account (32%)

John Paul M. Yamsuan
Philippines Finance Vertical Leader

john.p.yamsuan@nielseniq.com

21%

38%

35%

6%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident
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Thailand

■ The covid situation has crafted Thai behavior to be more 
online dependent; more online financial transactions,  online 
shopping and online personal transaction.

■ However, based on the bank of Thailand information, financial 
fraud is also rising to a all time high, such as info theft of  
credit card/ debit card/ ATM and identity theft thru Call center 
(270% higher than last year) and SMS Phishing ( 57% higher 
than last year).

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
Nearly 60% of Thai people are not confident about identifying a scam. They majorly fear getting 
scammed through calls & social media.

13%

55%

31%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

28% 23% 48%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current 
primary bank because of other benefits 
offered like high interest rates, lower 
charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
More than half of the Thai people think that their primary bank is doing ok but an improvement is 
needed. Nearly half of the people mentioned that they will change their primary bank in case of 
security concerns. 

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• Calls (38%)
• Social Media (34%)
• SMS (24%)
• Internet Banking Sites (21%)

• Emails (18%)
• ATM Machines (15%)
• QR Codes (13%)
• POS Machines (7%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (57%)
• Invest in multiple investment products instead of keeping 

money in one bank account (40%)
• Use mobile wallets which need top up i.e. use mobile wallets 

not linked to bank account directly (34%)

Sumana Nilramphai
Thailand Finance Vertical Leader

sumana.nilramphai@nielseniq.com

17%

24%

42%

17%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident
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Vietnam

■ The Covid-19 pandemic hastened the growth of the cashless, 
online and digital banking industries in Vietnam. It makes 
cybersecurity a top priority when utilizing the digital bank. 
Thus, to reduce the risk of getting scammed / loss in case of 
scam, people tend to use various types of financial providers 
and products.

■ According to cybersecurity company Kaspersky, Vietnam has 
the lowest rate of frauds involving banks, payment systems, 
and online retailers in Southeast Asia region. However, only 
about 30% of Vietnamese believe their primary bank is safe 
and adequately to safeguard the public from scams.

How confident are people in identifying a scam?
More than half of the Viets are not confident about identifying a scam. They majorly fear getting 
scammed through social media.

11%

59%

30%

Not enough, a lot of
improvement is

needed from the
bank

The bank is doing ok,
but a small

improvement is
needed

The bank is doing
enough to protect
people from scams

17% 21% 61%

Neutral

Not likely, I would stay with my current 
primary bank because of other benefits 
offered like high interest rates, lower 
charges, easy accessibility etc.

Likely, I would change my primary 
bank to a bank which has better 

systems / methods in place to prevent 
and protect people from scams

Likelihood of changing primary bank in case it is not 
doing enough to prevent / protect people from scams

Are banks doing enough to protect people from scams?
Only 3 in 10 Viets think that their primary bank is doing enough to protect them from scams.. 61% 
mentioned that they will change the primary bank in case of security concerns. 

Channels / touchpoints from which people are most 
concerned about getting scammed –
• Social Media (45%)
• Calls (32%)
• SMS (27%)
• Internet Banking Sites (25%)

• ATM Machines (20%)
• Emails (18%)
• QR Codes (12%)
• POS Machines (6%)

Top actions done to reduce the risk of getting 
scammed / loss in case of scam
• Keep money in different accounts instead of one single bank 

account (64%)
• Invest in multiple investment products instead of keeping 

money in one bank account (46%)
• Use credit cards with lower credit limit more frequently & 

use credit cards with higher credit limit less frequently (43%)

Ha Dang
Vietnam Client Leadership Lead

ha.dang@nielseniq.com

19%

27%38%

15%

Very Confident Confident

Somewhat confident Not at all confident
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About NielsenIQ
Arthur C. Nielsen, who founded Nielsen in 1923, is 
the original name in consumer intelligence. After 
decades of helping companies look to the future, 
we are setting the foundation for our future by 
becoming NielsenIQ. We continue to be the 
undisputed industry leaders as evidenced by our 
experience and unmatched integrity. As we move 
forward, we are focused on providing the best 
retail and consumer data platform, enabling better 
innovation, faster delivery, and bolder decision-
making. We are unwavering in our commitment to 
these ideals and passionate about helping clients 
achieve success. 
For more information, visit: nielseniq.com

Contact us

Angela Carter
Australia
angela.carter@nielseniq.com

Mitesh Dabrai
South Asia, Middle East & Africa 
mitesh.dabrai@nielseniq.com

John Paul M. Yamsuan
Philippines
john.p.yamsuan@nielseniq.com

Ken Yu
China
ken.yu@nielseniq.com

Inggit Primadevi
Indonesia
inggit.primadevi@nielseniq.com

Sumana Nilramphai
Thailand
sumana.nilramphai@nielseniq.com

Raymond Chan
Hong Kong & Taiwan 
raymond.ch.chan@nielseniq.com

Soumya Mahapatra
Singapore & Malaysia 
soumya.mahapatra@nielseniq.com

Ha Dang
Vietnam
ha.dang@nielseniq.com

For more information, please contact the following local market leaders:

A sneak peek into the Q4 edition of Financial Markets by Quarter:

How has consumer 
spending changed over 
this past 1 year? 

What are consumers’ top concerns 
and their confidence in their local 
economy? 
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